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Energy Analysis of Bare Electrodynamic Tethers 
M. Sanjurjo-Rivo* and J. Pelaez1^ 
E. T. S. I. Aeronduticos, 28040 Madrid, Spain 
The design of an electrodynamic tether is a complex task that involves the control of dynamic instabilities, 
optimization of the generated power (or the descent time in deorbiting missions), and minimization of the tether mass. 
The electrodynamic forces on an electrodynamic tether are responsible for variations in the mechanical energy of the 
tethered system and can also drive the system to dynamic instability. Energy sources and sinks in this system include 
the following: 1) ionospheric impedance, 2) the potential drop at the cathodic contactor, 3) ohmic losses in the tether, 
4) the corotational plasma electric field, and 5) generated power and/or 6) input power. The analysis of each of these 
energy components, or bricks, establishes parameters that are useful tools for tether design. In this study, the 
nondimensional parameters that govern the orbital energy variation, dynamic instability, and power generation 
were characterized, and their mutual interdependence was established. A space-debris mitigation mission was taken 
as an example of this approach for the assessment of tether performance. Numerical simulations using a dumbbell 
model for tether dynamics, the International Geomagnetic Reference Field for the geomagnetic field, and the 
International Reference Ionosphere for the ionosphere were performed to test the analytical approach. The results 
obtained herein stress the close relationships that exist among the velocity of descent, dynamic stability, and 
generated power. An optimal tether design requires a detailed tradeoff among these performances in a real-world 
scenario. 
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= area of the tether cross section 
= semimajor axis of the tethered system orbit 
= mechanical energy of the tethered system 
= motional electric field 
= eccentricity of the tethered system orbit 
= resultant of the gravitational force 
= resultant of the perturbation forces 
= nondimensional Lorentz torque 
= switching function between passive and active tethers 
= angular momentum 
= thickness of a thin-tape tether 
= current along the tether 
= central inertia tensor 
= short-circuit current 
= inclination of the tethered system orbit 
= nondimensional current along the tether 
= tether length 
= characteristic tether length 
= nondimensional tether length 
= gravitational torque on the center of mass 
= torque of the perturbation forces 
= mass of the tethered system 
= electron mass 
= ion mass 
= point mass at the lower end of the tether 
= point mass at the upper end of the tether 
= density of ionospheric plasma 
= tether perimeter 
= electron charge 
= tether radius 
= tether resistance 
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= position vector 
= time of descent 
= tether line unit vector 
= bias voltage of tether with respect to plasma 
= potential drop at cathodic contactor 
= gravitational potential energy 
= plasma voltage 
= tether voltage 
= nondimensional potential drop at the cathodic 
contactor 
= velocity of a tether element 
= inertial velocity of the tethered system 
= plasma velocity 
= power dissipated by electrodynamic forces in a 
tether element 
= cathodic electric load 
= arbitrary value 
= mass angle 
= input voltage applied to tether 
= nondimensional input voltage 
= deorbiting efficiency 
= in-plane libration angle 
= ion mass ratio 
= true anomaly of the tethered system orbit 
= density 
= tether conductivity 
= local bias potential between tether and plasma 
= out-of-plane libration angle 
= nondimensional potential bias along the tether 
= nondimensional electric load 
= right ascension of the node of the tethered system 
orbit 
= angular velocity of the tether relative to the 
inertial frame 
= argument of the periapsis of the tethered system orbit 
Subscripts 
A = anodic end of the tether 
B = zero-potential point in the tether 
C = cathodic end of the tether 
CC = cathodic contactor 
CF = corotational electric field 
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c = conductive material 
D = anodic end of the tether 
D = separation point between insulated and bare tether 
G = center of mass of the tethered system 
II = ionospheric impedance 
IL = interposed load 
nc = nonconductive material 
OL = ohmic losses 
PG = power generator 
I. Introduction 
T HE development of the electrodynamic tether (EDT) concept dates back to the 1960s, wherein the original motivation was the 
use of Alfven waves to provide thrust. This idea appeared for the first 
time in [1]. Since this original work the two-fold character of EDTs 
has been revealed, that is, as scientific instruments to investigate the 
ionosphere as well as devices that are capable of generating power or 
providing propulsion. This last aspect of EDTs was stimulated by 
Alfven [2]. A turning point in the consideration of EDTs was a paper 
by Martinez-Sanchez and Hastings [3], which provides for the first 
time a detailed assessment of the feasibility of these devices from a 
multidisciplinary perspective. Eventually, this technology was 
successfully tested in the TSS-1R mission. From then on, the appeal 
of these devices has centered on power generation or thrust produc-
tion with little propellant consumption. 
The research that has been carried out to date in this field is 
significant. Recent books and reviews [4,5] have summarized the 
current activity in this field. In addition to these reviews, two recent 
papers have clarified the possibilities of and the concerns with EDT 
technology. The first paper [6] is a compact but complete guide to 
EDTs, especially concerning those aspects that relate to current 
collection. This paper also outlines several interesting possible 
applications and gives insight into their primary features. The second 
paper [7] analyzes the feasibility of EDTs in space stressing the 
drawbacks or challenges they may face. According to the author, 
the primary technological problems that EDTs must solve are the 
following: long-term dynamic stability, survivability, plasma contact 
and deployment analysis. The current research activity in this area is 
focused on solving these issues. 
These reports highlight the amount, quality, and multidisciplinary 
character of the studies in this field. Research dealing with EDT 
operation covers a broad spectrum that ranges from plasma physics to 
dynamic systems and control. In addition, EDTs can work in two 
different regimes: active, when the EDT has a power source, and 
passive, when there is no power source. The former generally 
produces an orbital rise of the system, whereas the latter generally 
drives an orbital descent. Because of the different behaviors of EDT 
in the active and passive regimes, analyses are usually focused on 
only one of these regimes. 
In this study, tether operation is considered from a different 
perspective: the energy analysis point of view. The EDT is regarded 
as a device for exchanging energy between mechanical and electrical 
forms. The aim of this paper is to provide a global framework to study 
EDT operation. The energy perspective is global because both 
passive and active tethers can be analyzed with the same meth-
odology and this analysis links several important aspects of EDT 
performance. The approach presented here connects the factors that 
participate in current collection, dynamic instability and orbital 
transfer. Likewise, energy analysis of the tether provides information 
about the power that can be recovered in a descent trajectory and the 
power needed to perform any other orbital transfer. To simplify the 
dynamic analysis, we use the dumbbell model throughout this work. 
Following this introduction, current collection in a bare EDT is 
reviewed; this is necessary to understand several features of the 
subsequent analysis. A detailed analysis of the power that is capable 
of being developed by electrodynamic forces is then presented. In the 
second part of the paper, we analyze a particular case of EDT oper-
ation (a debris-mitigation mission) to demonstrate the capabilities of 
our tools. Such a mission was selected for several reasons. First, 
EDTs are a highly effective technology for use as deorbiting devices 
[8-12]. Moreover, their ability to operate in different modes allows 
them to be used not only for orbital decay but also as orbit-transfer 
[13] or power generation systems [3]. Finally, the conclusions of this 
work are summarized. 
II. Current Collection in Bare EDTs 
A short review of the fundamentals of current collection in bare 
EDTs is required to understand the following discussion. This 
section describes the computation of the current that flows along the 
cable, following a previous work that only covers passive tethers 
[14]. 
Bare EDTs have been proposed as an alternative to conventional 
plasma contactors in [15]. They represent a simple and robust 
solution to current collection in highly rarefied plasmas. Subsequent 
papers have explored their operational regime [orbit motion limit 
(OML)] [10], validity range [16], and other relevant issues [17,18]. 
In this study, it was assumed that the tether works within the OML 
regime, in short, its perimeter size is sufficiently small. The boundary 
conditions at the tether ends influence the collected current. 
Therefore, the electrical devices that are attached to the tether play a 
role in the boundary conditions. For passive tethers, an interposed 
load will be placed just before the cathodic contactor. For active 
tethers, in addition to the cathodic contactor, it is assumed that a 
power generator is connected at the end of the cathodic segment. The 
possibility of including an insulated segment in the cable will be 
contemplated for the latter case. In this situation, there are two 
distinct segments (anodic and cathodic) and the equations that 
govern the current collection process in both segments and for both 
kinds of tethers are as follows: 
1) Passive tether: 
a) Segment AS (anodic), $ > 0: 
AI 2e d $ / 
- = 2^W /—$ ^7 = ^ - - £ -
U J V If If, LlJ U r\.t 
s = 0 
1 = 0 S = Sn $ = 0 
b) Segment BC (cathodic), $ < 0: 
— =-2RqnoafiJ—\<t>\ As V m. 
d $ / 
As oA, 
•sB; $ = 0 
c) Boundary conditions: 
ycc + ZTIC = EJL- sB) - / 
Jsn a A, 
Ax 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
For passive tethers, s is the measured distance from the anodic end, 
and it ranges over the interval [0, sB] in the anodic segment, AB, with 
s e [sB, L] in the cathodic segment BC (see Fig. 1). 
2) Active tether: 
a) Segment DA (cathodic), $ < 0: 
— =-2Rqnooii.\—1$| As V m. 
d $ 
~As 
I 
a A, 
(6) 
(7) 
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Fig. 1 The current and potential profiles in a passive tether. 
s = 0; / = 0 
b) Segment BD (anodic), $ > 0: 
d/ 
As 
• 2Rqn0 
2e $ 
$ = 0 
d $ / 
Ah a A. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The tether-current profile I(s) and the potential drop between 
the tether and plasma <&(s) = V, — Vp are the dependent variables. 
The parameters that are involved in the differential equations are the 
electrical conductivity, a; electron charge, q; perimeter of the tether 
cross-section, pt; cross-section of the conductive portion of the 
tether, At; electron mass, me; ion mass, mt; /i = ^/me/mi; induced 
electric field, Em [see Eq. (32) next]; and ionospheric plasma density, 
n^. Note that external fields provide the free parameters of Em and 
Moo, which ultimately determine the electron-collection process. 
Additional parameters appear in the boundary conditions: these are 
the potential bias at the cathodic contactor, Vcc, the interposed load, 
ZT, and the potential rise of the power generator, e. Because the 
length of the cathodic segment is unknown (or, conversely, the 
anodic segment), the circuit equation (boundary conditions) closes 
the problem. 
Figures 1 and 2 depict representations of the current and bias 
profiles for passive and active tethers, respectively. The significant 
points along the tethers are marked and named in these figures. 
The use of nondimensional variables will help to elucidate the 
problem in a more straightforward form. The nondimensional 
description most frequently used (which is closely followed here) 
was derived in a seminal paper by Sanmartin et al. [15]. 
First, the characteristic length, Lt, which is given by 
_ (meEmy3 ( ah, 
„27/3 
2/3 
(13) 
is introduced. This characteristic length depends on: 1) the tether 
parameters {a, ht), 2) physical constants (e, me) and, 3) environ-
mental conditions through Em, n^. The magnitude h, is the ratio 
ht = 2AJ pt. If the tether is a wire, ht is equal to the tether radius, 
whereas if the tether is a tape, ht « h is its thickness. The value of Lt 
gauges the ohmic effects on the EDT [15], larger ohmic effects lead to 
shorter characteristic lengths. Scaling with this length, we obtain 
s = sD; $ = 0 s = sB; I = lc $ = $ c (11) t = - G [ 0 , £ ( ] , being lt = — (14) 
c) Boundary conditions: 
e-Vcc =EJL- sD) +IC 
L-sB 
a A, t 
J Si 
'*£ I(X) 
oA, 
Ax (12) 
For active tethers, s is the measured distance from the cathodic 
end. For the anodic segment, BD, s ranges over the interval [sB ,sD], 
with s e [0, sB] for the cathodic segment (see Fig. 2). 
The characteristic current is the short-circuit current, that is, 
/sc = oEmAt. A characteristic voltage drop that is equal to the bias 
that is induced by the electric field along the characteristic length, 
EmLt, is used. Thus, the nondimensional forms of the dependent 
variables i and <p are as follows: 
m = iII« cp = * / ( £ B L , ) (15) 
The parameters that relate to electrical devices take the following 
nondimensional forms: 
EmL 
e-VCc 
C B D A 
Fig. 2 The current and potential profiles in an active tether. 
Q being RT 
e 
L 
oA, 
V 
' cc 
It is important to note that RT is the electric resistance of the tether. 
Regarding the nomenclature, (<pA, iA) stands for the values of (<p, i) at 
point A of the tether and so on. 
III. Analys is 
A. Mechanical Energy 
To clarify the operation of the tether as an energy-exchange device, 
some previous considerations about the energy of the orbital system 
are required. Let E be the total mechanical energy of the system 
(kinetic energy plus potential energy). The kinetic energy can be split 
into the energy of the center of mass (orbital motion) and the 
rotational energy (attitude dynamics): 
1 7 1 
vLG +-a> -IG-a> V„ (16) 
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Here, vG is the inertial velocity of the center of mass, G, <*> is the 
angular velocity of the tether relative to the inertial frame, IG is the 
central inertia tensor, and Vgrav is the gravitational potential energy. 
Here, the objective is to establish the mechanisms that determine the 
evolution of these terms. Consequently, the energy-evolution 
equation is derived next. 
Let Fgrav be the resultant of the gravitational forces that act on the 
system. From the linear momentum equation and taking the dot 
product with vG, the evolution of the mechanical energy of the center 
of mass can be obtained: 
d«G 
1
 At 
d A 
d?V2 
•vG+F-vG (17) 
Here, Fp is the resultant all of the perturbation forces. 
Let Mgrav be the gravitational torque on the center of mass G. From 
the angular momentum equation and taking the dot product with <*>, 
the evolution of the rotational energy can be obtained: 
^(HG) = Mg] d A --+ M„ =>• — I - w -IG-a> 
Mgrav • w + Mp • w (18) 
Here, Mp is the torque at the center of mass G due to the perturbation 
forces that act on the system. In the next section, each term on the 
right-hand side of Eqs. (17) and (18) is discussed in detail. 
By adding relations (17) and (18) the equation for the total energy 
of the system is obtained: 
d £ 
d7 
where the relation 
dV, grav 
dT~ 
Fp-vG-
-F • Vr 
A
 grav "C 
Mp a> 
• Af grav ' "> 
(19) 
(20) 
has been taken into account. Note that if the main perturbation is due 
to electrodynamic forces, the right-hand side of Eq. (19) can be 
positive or negative depending on the tether operation regime. 
B. Power of the Electrodynamic Forces 
Let B be the magnetic field at the center of mass G of the system 
(we neglect the variation of B along the tether). The power that is 
generated by the electrodynamic forces in a tether element is 
W% •• vds • (u x B)Ie(s)ds (21) 
Here s is the measured distance along the tether from the center of 
mass G. In the dumbbell model, the velocity field is expressed as 
v ds = vG + a> x r (22) 
direction of the tether from the anodic end to the cathodic end. 
Consequently, the direction of the vector u of an active tether is the 
opposite to the direction of the same tether working in the passive 
regime. 
The power developed by the elemental electrodynamic force 
becomes 
Wfe = vG • (u x B)Ie(s)ds + ii • (u x B)sle(s)ds (26) 
Thus, the overall power on the cable will be 
£©(K) 
W fe • Ie(x)dx 
i ( l - ® ( K ) ) 
rm(y) 
+ u • (u x B) I xle (x) dx 
J-L(i-®(y)') 
(27) 
The electrodynamic force, Fp, and the torque, Mp, that act on the 
cable are given by 
rm(Y) 
Fp = (uxB) I, 
J-L(1-®M) 
(x)dx 
rm(r) 
M
 p = (K x [K x B]) I xljx) dx 
J-L(l-my)) J-U1-&M) 
The power can be expressed as follows: 
Wfe =Fp-VG + Mp-0) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
Equations (17) and (18) permit us to evaluate the distribution of the 
power that is created by the electrodynamic forces between the 
orbital motion and the attitude dynamics, however, for a further 
insight, it is convenientto express the term vG • (u x B) in a different 
manner: 
vG • (u x B) = (vG - wpl) • (u x B) + upl • (M x B) 
= -Em-[u,vphB] (31) 
where vpl is the inertial velocity of the ionospheric plasma at G and 
the relation 
Em = [u,(vG-vp]),B] (32) 
is used. This parameter, the induced electric field Em, plays a relevant 
role in the electron-collection process. By definition, it will be 
positive for a passive tether and negative for an active one. 
The integrals that are expressed in (27) can be rewritten as 
rm(y) ft, 
/ I(x)dx = IKL, i (?)d? = / r eL,J7i (33) 
J-L(l-®(y)) JO 
where r is the position vector of the mass element in the orbital frame. 
Let u be a unit vector along the tether. Taking into account the 
relations 
w = u x u + au (23) 
r = su, s e [ - L ( l - <&(y)), L&(y)] (24) 
the velocity of the tether element is 
(25) v ds = VG + su 
Remarks: In the expression for angular velocity, a is an arbitrary 
value. In addition, (&(y) is equal to cos2y for passive tethers and 
sin2y for active tethers. In turn, the definition of y is as follows: 
mcos2y = ml + mT/2 and msin2y = m2 + mT/2 {my is the point 
mass at the lower end and m2 is the point mass at the upper end of the 
tether). The direction of the unit vector u always corresponds to the 
/ : 
•W(y) 
-L(1-©(K)) 
xl{x) dx = IKL, f'ilMr) - ?)»•(?) d? = IKL,Ptf 
Jo 
(34) 
In these expressions, the following nondimensional parameters are 
used: 
Ut= /"S(?)d? 
Jo 
u2= r ?«•(?) d? 
Jo 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
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Therefore, the power developed by the electrodynamic forces can be 
expressed in a compact relationship: 
W fe • -EmLJscUi - LJxUi[u, «pi, B] - L2Jscl2f[u, u, B] 
(38) 
The right-hand side of Eq. (38) involves three terms. The first is the 
most important and summarizes the power developed by the Lorentz 
force, that is, by the current flowing along the cable. This term will be 
negative (positive) for passive (active) tethers due to the sign of Em. 
The second term arises from the nonzero inertial velocity of the 
plasma. Again, the sign depends on the relative configuration of the 
vectors u, vpl, and B. The last term relates to the attitude dynamics 
and the Lorentz torque; it vanishes for a zero Lorentz torque. 
These three terms and their nondimensional forms turn out to be 
M, • PCLAK 
-Pi (43) 
where pc and pnc are the densities of the conductive and non-
conductive materials, respectively. Likewise, Atc and Amc are the 
transversal areas of the conductive and nonconductive materials, 
respectively. When there is no insulation (Amc = 0), the relation 
depends only on the chosen material: 
(gmef)2ffLAt[ 
PcLAtc (£S0
2 
For example, for aluminum, 
fe
 = 937.2 — 
M, kg 
(44) 
(45) 
W fe\m' EmE^lscUi W 
W 
fe\p 
fe\p 
\LLfn -Lilc, 
W felc • -LJ^U^u^^B] W felc 
W felc 
ICjn, l ^ l c , 
.Ui_ 
'I, 
(39) 
(40) 
The inverse of this value, that is, the inverse specific power, would be 
about 1.1 kg/kW, which is consistent with previous estimations of 
this parameter. Using the factor .EJjfLEjjf as the characteristic value, 
the terms contained in the expressions (39-41) for the electro-
dynamic power take the form 
W fe\p 
p r e t j jre £ref It 
(46) 
W fe\. -L
2JJ2f[u,u,B] W W fe\. felr F I T -fL 
[u,ii, B] 
(41) 
where the parameter \Em |LISC has been introduced. The negative sign 
in Eq. (39) corresponds to passive tethers and the positive sign to 
active tethers. 
The dimensionless expressions of the three terms allow us to 
establish the influence of the primary parameters. Note that the first 
(39) and second (40) terms are proportional to Ui/l, = r\t, which is 
defined as the deorbiting efficiency [19] and depends only on the 
current collection. The third term (41) is proportional to / , which is a 
parameter that appears in stability studies of relative motion and is 
proportional to the Lorentz torque with respect to the center of mass 
of the system. This parameter facilitates the definition of the concept 
of self-balanced EDT [20](SBET), because an SBET is an EDT with 
/ = 0 for nominal environmental conditions. 
From the preceding deduction and Eq. (27), it is straightforward to 
derive that W felp W felc • F • vG, and W felr • : Mp • w. There-
fore, the first two terms (39) and (40) are responsible for the variation 
of the orbital energy of the center of mass G of the system, whereas 
the third term (41) provides the variation of the rotational energy with 
respect to the center of mass. 
Despite the convenience of these nondimensional expressions, 
they do not permit quantitative comparisons due to variations in Em 
(and therefore ls) with the orbital and attitude conditions of the cable. 
It is better to use an alternative quantity as the characteristic 
magnitude, £Jjf, that has a constant, fixed value. The mean value of 
Em, as obtained in a hypothetical equatorial circular orbit with a 
radius that is equal to the equatorial terrestrial radius, was chosen to 
be£JJf (£jf « 260 V/km).Fromapracticalpointofview,thisisthe 
maximum value that a passive tether can obtain in a circular orbit 
around the Earth. Consequently, the factor E^LIlf has a clear 
physical meaning: it is the maximum electrodynamic power that can 
be passively achieved with a certain cable following a circular Earth 
orbit. This parameter plays an important role in the design of the 
system, because it permits a better assessment of the actual 
performance of the tether. Moreover, this formulation allows the 
establishment of the specific power of the tether, which is the 
relationship between the maximum power and the mass of the cable: 
xii max cref j rref . 
w
 fe — Em LISC • 
{EtffoLAv (42) 
Wft\c 
r r e f j rref 
Em [u, Dpi, B] 
ef cref " E" E1 
W felr 
ErefT Tref 
Em L[u,u,B] ~ 
r ref t re f J 
111 yy. 111 yy. 
(47) 
(48) 
The parameters involved in these relations have the following 
dependencies: 
t], = t]t(e„ a, vcc) 
f = f(tt,a,Vcc;y) 
'F J? 
~
JIL
 ~—^f(a'e' i{orb}, Sim, co, v; 4>, 6) cref prei 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
[u,vp\,B] 
cref 
[u, I),], B] 
: — ^ j — ( a , e, i{orb}, ^ a , v; (j), 9) (52) 
\u,ii, B] 
cref : ^ ^ 1 (a, e, i{orb}, Q.m, co, v; <p, 9, <j>, 9) (53) 
where a, e, i{orb}, f2an, co, and v are the classical orbital elements of 
the center of mass and the libration angles of 9 and <p that describe the 
attitude of the tether in the orbital frame. Consequently, and taking 
into account the tether dynamics, tether design and electrical 
variables influence the electrodynamic power through the two 
parameters r\t and / , which are related to variation in the orbital 
energy and the rotational energy, respectively. The actual values of 
the power are affected by terms that depend on orbital and attitude 
variables. 
IV. Energy Bricks 
In the previous section, the effects of the electrodynamic forces on 
the tethered system were analyzed. In short, a passive tether reduces 
the mechanical energy of the system, whereas, conversely, an active 
tether increases the mechanical energy (even though the corotating 
plasma can play an important role and invert this behavior). There is 
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also an impact on tether attitude dynamics that is proportional to the 
factor/ . 
Nevertheless, there is anotherpoint of view to be considered in this 
analysis: the study of the different sinks and sources of energy that are 
present in the operation of the tether. These are called energy bricks 
because they build the power of the electrodynamic forces. This 
formulation elucidates the understanding of the tether as an energy-
exchange device. 
The sinks and/or sources of electrodynamic power include 
ionospheric impedance, the cathodic contactor, ohmic losses, the 
interposed load, the power generator, and the corotational electric 
field. In the following, we briefly analyze each of these energy bricks. 
Wr 
' re, r<p. 
/ m<%+ / 
Jo JwA 
i(<p) dip 
I, 
I 
1 /VA 
/ i(<P) dip (61) 
In the active regime, in turn, the relation i = dip/dt; — 1 holds for the 
bare segment and i = iD for the insulated stretch. The nondimen-
sional expression of the ohmic losses along the cable is 
WOL 
nD r< 
/ m<%- / 
Jo Jtp, 
i(l)dl- i(!P)A<p-il(l,-lD) (62) 
A. Ionospheric Impedance 
In the electron-collection process, the ionosphere presents an 
impedance, that is, a fraction of the power is spent in attracting 
electric charges from the surrounding plasma to the tether. The power 
can be computed as 
W 
- I 
WT, 
<Dd/ = 
(54) 
The integral on the right-hand side of this expression is a line integral 
that is defined in the phase plane (ip, i), and the path of integration is 
the curve ip(i), which is the solution of the boundary-value problem 
of the tether-current profile. In nondimensional variables and for the 
passive regime, this can be written as 
ffn <PAA • 
fvc WcVc 
I, I. 
1 fn 
T / 1(<P) d<P 
lt Jtpc 
(55) 
For the active regime, and assuming that there is an insulated 
segment where the current collection vanishes, we have 
ffn 
1 
Jq>c 
K<P) d(P ~ <PAc 
<POJO _ i_ r<p. 
f f I i(<p)d<p (56) 
B. Cathodic Contactor 
The power dissipated in the cathodic contactor is given by 
(57) W c c = -ICVCC = -IscEmLicVcc 
In nondimensional variables, this will be 
Wcc = =R'c Vcc (58) 
where a positive value corresponds to the active regime. 
C. Ohmic Losses in the Tether 
The dissipated power in the conductive cable is given by 
^OL = - r I2 dR = - [L 12\ dh (59) 
Jo Jo crA, 
where dR = dh/(aAt). In nondimensional terms, 
W0L = -IscEmaAt±- f ' i2(l)dl = -IKEmLy f ' i2&d| 
•L* Jo <-t JO 
(60) 
Because for a passive tetheri = d<p/dt; + 1, the last integral provides 
Ui 1 [I'D 
f t . t J<Pc 
i(ip) dip • * (
 —
 * B iD(l + iD) (63) 
D. Useful Power: Ohmic Losses in the Interposed Load 
The interposed load plays a double role. First, it can be used to 
model the useful power that is extracted from the tether, and, second, 
it can be used to control the current that is collected in the tether. In 
either case, the losses in this load should be assessed. 
For passive tethers, the dissipated power in the interposed load is 
given by 
W„ ICZT - - 4 c ^ r ! c ^ : 
L 
-I~.E„crA, 1 
2Q 
-hcEmLicQ (64) 
By applying the circuit equation, in nondimensional variables, this 
relation takes the form 
W i 
\<Pc\ (65) 
This power can be used for onboard equipment or batteries and, for 
that reason, it should be considered useful power. The nondimen-
sional variable W-^ is a function of the nondimensional electrical 
parameters of £2, lt, and Vcc. Therefore, it is possible to represent the 
values of this nondimensional power, as can be observed in Fig. 3. 
Note that there is a maximum (close to 0.2), which appears for values 
of (l„S2) in the neighborhood of Q « 1 and I, « 10. This should be 
the design point when the primary objective is the recovery of part of 
the mechanical energy of the system. Notice that this "optimum" 
takes place in the "long-tether regime" (I, > 4) introduced in [10]. In 
that study, the goal was to tune the tether for deorbiting a satellite as 
WIL 
a 
Fig. 3 Level curves of WIL in the plane (lt, Q) for Vcc = 0.1. The 
qualitative behavior is similar for different values of Vcc. Note the 
maximum that is close to H PS 1; lt PS 10. 
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rapidly as possible. Here, a different approach is adopted because a 
significant fraction of the power that is dissipated in the tether can be 
recovered as useful energy to be used onboard. Obviously, the 
deorbiting time will be longer in this case. 
Figure 3 shows an interesting behavior: for small values of Q, the 
useful power is almost insensitive to changes in I, over a wide region 
of the long-tether regime (I, > 4). Similarly, for small values of lt, 
this power is almost insensitive to Q. 
E. Power Generator 
In the active regime, that is, to invert the natural direction of the 
tether current, an appropriate voltage must be applied. Therein, the 
required power supply can be computed as 
WVG = -IA-e = -EmIscLiAi (66) 
or, in nondimensional variables, using the circuit equation, 
F. Corotational Electric Field 
There is a corotational electric field that is associated with the 
movement of the surrounding plasma relative to the inertial frame. 
Assuming that the plasma corotates with the Earth (see [21]), the 
value of this field can be calculated as 
E -(u>e x r ) x B (68) 
where a>e is the angular velocity of the Earth. 
In some cases, this electric field is responsible for the dissipation of 
part of the energy of the system; in other cases, on the contrary, it can 
supply additional power. The power developed by such an electric 
field is given by 
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Fig. 5 Perigee altitude, H, vs time of descent. 
W C F : 
Ut [u, v „ B] 
— • x where x = ——f—— 
: qE = —q(b)e x r ) x B (69) 
The parameter x is a function of the orbital elements and the attitude 
of the tether. Depending on its sign, the corotational plasma can 
subtract energy from or supply energy to the system. For Earth orbits, 
where the geostationary orbit is high above the limit of the 
ionosphere, it is not possible to obtain energy from the corotational 
electric field for a passive tether in a circular orbit, however, this is 
feasible in other orbits, for example, a Jovian orbit. For a further 
discussion of this issue, see [22]. 
The term Wcv corresponds to Wfe\c, which comes up naturally in 
the previous analysis. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the parameter x 
in near-Earth circular orbits as a function of altitude variation. S everal 
hypotheses were made to obtain this figure. First, it was assumed that 
the tether is in an equatorial circular orbit; therefore, vG and vpl are 
collinear. Moreover, it was assumed that the tether is aligned with the 
direction of the vector vG x B (local vertical). As Fig. 4 shows, the 
value of x increases quasi linearly with the altitude of the orbit and 
varies between 6 and 10%. 
W& = F-ve = -ve • (q(a>e x r) x B) = lu • ((»„ x r) x B) 
(70) 
where q is the electronic charge, ve is the velocity of the electrons in 
the cable and the expression — qve = lu is used. Because the plasma 
moves with the angular velocity of the Earth, upl = a>e x r, the total 
power will therefore be 
WCF = f /(*) dsu • (» , x B) = IKLtUd«, »Pi, B] (71) 
Jo 
or, in nondimensional terms, 
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Fig. 4 / as a function of orbital altitude h in (km) for a tether that is 
aligned with the local vertical, in a circular equatorial orbit 
G. Power Balance 
All of the mechanisms discussed in this section must fulfill the 
requirement that the sum of the energy interchanges matches the 
computations made for the entire system. 
For passive tethers, the sum of the dissipated power in every sink 
described in the previous paragraph results in 
Wn + Wcc + W0L + W^ 
PcVc 1 
L I 
Wc\ic  h
 Y , , . ,> Ut 1 /"^ 
i(<p) d<p - icVcc - - r + T / i(<p)d<p 
t J<Pc 
lC 
t J<Pc 
Vcc-Wc\\ t/i 
I, I, 
I, I, 
This is equal to the term Wfe \ p of the power that is dissipated by the 
Lorentz force, as shown in Eq. (39); however, for active tethers, the 
equation is slightly different. In this case, the power supplied by 
the generator is partially dissipated but also provides mechanical 
energy. Using the previous terms, the power balance is expressed as 
Table 1 Shared inputs of the 
numerical simulations 
Simulation characteristics Input data 
Initial semimajor axis 
Initial eccentricity 
Initial inclination 
Initial date 
Final semimajor axis 
7378.1km 
0 
35° 
15/6/2000 
6578.1 
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Table 2 Characteristics of the three different tether configurations 
Tether configuration Mass m1 Mass m2 Mass mc Total mass Length Diameter Material 
Self-balanced (a) 647.8 kg 392.2 kg Okg 1063 kg 5 km 1.5 mm Aluminum 
Self-balanced (b) 27.67 kg 12.33 kg 1000 kg 1063 kg 5 km 1.5 mm Aluminum 
Not balanced 1000 kg 40 kg Okg 1063 kg 5 km 1.5 mm Aluminum 
Vcc 
10 V 
10 V 
10 V 
Wn + Wc Wa W 
ipDl 
fe\p 
D i r<pD 
- + T id<p+iAVcc 
lt J<fc 
Ui
 = WD 
I, I, 
'-iD(l + iD) + 
- iAVcc + l-^^-iD(l + iD) = J^PG (72) 
V. Simulation Results 
In the context of deorbiting missions, the power developed by the 
electrodynamic forces and the mechanical energy sinks can be 
studied in the framework of the previous analysis. Therein, the aim 
was to determine the influence of tether mass configuration and 
electrical variables on the descent trajectory and energy balance. 
Therefore, a series of numerical simulations were carried out that 
focused on a typical EDT in a midinclination orbit. These simulations 
were designed to assess the previous analysis and provide a first 
estimate of the possible capabilities of EDTs in a debris-mitigation 
mission. The characteristics of the simulations are compiled in the 
following. 
The Runge-Kutta-Felberg 7/8 method was used to integrate the 
dynamic equations. The dynamic model of the tethered system is the 
dumbbell model, which retains the first librational mode of the tether 
and is thus well suited for the present purpose because the dynamic 
instability we are trying to avoid is related to this mode [23]. 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that higher orders of the lateral 
motion as well as longitudinal motion are not modeled. Regarding 
the models of the environment, the International Reference Iono-
sphere model [24] is used for the ionosphere and the International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field for the magnetic field [25]. The 
atmospheric drag, in turn, is not considered in the simulations so as to 
avoid noise in the comparisons because they are focused exclusively 
on electrodynamic forces. The shared characteristics of all of these 
simulations are shown in Table 1. The dynamic initial conditions are 
fixed. Initially, the inclination is 35°, the orbit is circular, and the 
height is 1000 km. The initial date was chosen to approximately 
coincide with a maximum of the solar cycle. 
Regarding mass configuration, three options were considered; the 
tether characteristics are shown in Table 2. The total system mass, 
tether length, and tether diameter are the same in all of the tested 
cases. The differences in configuration are associated with the mass 
distribution. The self-balanced configuration (a) is an SBET with a 
high moment of inertia, because the entire mass is practically found at 
the ends. The self-balanced configuration (b) is also a SBET, 
although almost all of the mass is concentrated at the center of mass 
and, therefore, has a smaller moment of inertia. Finally, the third 
tether is unbalanced, because almost the entire mass is at one tether 
end. Regarding the electrical parameters, an interposed load was 
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used as a control variable and different values of this resistance were 
considered. The reference case to which the results of all of the 
simulations were compared is a self-balanced tether with the same 
mass configuration as that described in (a) and an interposed load of 
100 Q. In Fig. 5, the change in the perigee altitude during the descent 
trajectory forthe three configurations is shown. A detailed exposition 
and analysis of the simulation campaign can be found in [26]. Here, 
some of the results are reproduced, wherein the interposed load was 
varied from 0 Q to 1000 Q for the same SBET configuration. 
Let us consider the total energy that is dissipated during the orbital 
transfer: 
A £ K i" (Wef\p + Wef\c)dt 
from an initial orbit at a 1000 km height to a final orbit at a 200 km 
height. 
Figure 6 depicts the ratios of Ea = 100 • Ea/AEM, a = II 
(ionospheric impedance), cathodic contactor (CC), ohmic looses 
(OL), interposed load (IL), and corotational field (CF), as a function 
of the interposed load ZT. On the ordinate axis and for each of the 
previously considered mechanisms, we represent the percentage of 
the total energy lost in the descent, that is, the dissipated energy. It is 
clear that the useful energy, E^, increases with ZT; however, the 
other contributions of Ea, a = II, CC, and OL decrease, whereas EC¥ 
remains approximately constant because WCF does not depend on the 
electrical parameters. In fact, it is possible to compute the variation in 
EC¥ as a function of orbital altitude by taking into account the 
assumptions made in the previous section: 
AE M ft(Wfe\p + Wfe\c)dt (73) 
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By considering the mean values of the variables as a rough 
approximation of the integrals, it is possible to derive the value of EC¥ 
as a function of the mean value of the parameter x m the descent 
trajectory. Because x is a function of h, EC¥ is also a function of h (see 
Fig. 7): 
(X) 
1 + (X> 
(74) 
The distribution of mechanical energy in each energy brick is not the 
most suitable parameter for measuring the performance of the EDT. 
Note that the time of descent is another significant feature that has not 
been considered. The ability of the EDT to recover a significant part 
of the power that is dissipated in the orbital descent is not free of cost. 
If we tune the tether parameters so as to increase the useful energy 
that can be obtained in the descent, the time of descent increases. 
Note that the useful energy, E^, increases with ZT, as shown in 
Fig. 6. Equally, the time of descent, Td, increases with ZT, as shown 
in Fig. 8, which summarizes the results of our simulations. To include 
this important parameter, we consider the average power that is 
dissipated by each sink in the entire orbital transfer because, this 
averaged value involves the time of descent and is closely related to 
operational issues of the tether. The average power is defined as 
W = Ea/Td, a = II, CC, OL, IL, and CF The behavior of these 
averaged powers is shown in Fig. 9. The average useful power, W-^, 
presents a maximum that lies between approximately 350 and 
500 Ohms. It should be noted that in the neighborhood of its 
maximum, the curve W^ = W^iZj.) is very flat. This fact facilitates 
working near the maximum value of the useful power for a large 
interval of ZT. Because the interposed load also plays a role in other 
aspects of tether operation, the existence of this large interval of ZT 
that leads to a near-optimum useful power makes the required 
tradeoff easier. In our simulations, the total dissipated power varied 
between 700 and 250 W. If we consider the mass of the cable, 23 kg, 
the specific power provided is then between 30.4 and 10.9 W/kg, 
and represents 3.24 and 1.15%, respectively, of the maximum that 
can be obtained with an aluminum tether [see Eq. (45)]. Changes in 
the mass configuration lead to relevant variations in the descent 
trajectory. When the tether is not balanced, it starts to rotate at some 
point. Because of the nonzero value of/, a fraction of the work of the 
electrodynamic forces is spent on changing the rotational state of the 
tether. Obviously, from a practical point of view, this behavior is 
unacceptable; however, we also present the results of those 
simulations for comparison. Figure 10 shows the mean energy as a 
function of the interposed load for each configuration [SBET (a), 
SBET (b), and non-SBET]. These results show that Ei does not 
depend on the mass configuration of the system. Note that for these 
simulations the initial and final orbits are fixed; therefore, the total 
mechanical energy loss is the same (the terminal condition has been 
imposed in terms of the semimajor axis). The time history of each of 
the energy sinks depends on environmental conditions, through the 
nondimensional variables Q, Vcc, I, and the parameter x- Therefore, 
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different configurations. 
when descent trajectories are similar, the respective energy 
percentages of each sink are also similar, which is the case for the 
SBET (a) and (b) configurations, however, the simulations show the 
same results for the non-SBET case despite it having a significantly 
different descent trajectory (see Fig. 5). This suggests that 
environmental conditions do not have a relevant effect on the energy 
distribution. 
Nonetheless, the global average power was deeply affected by 
changes in the mass configuration, as can be seen in the right column 
of Fig. 10 (note the different scales of the ordinate axis). This 
substantial decrease in power is due to an increase in the descent time 
Td, as the value of the energy remained the same. This time of descent 
becomes thus a meaningful parameter: it measures two aspects of 
performance, the descent time itself and power, in a single parameter. 
Indeed, for each energy sink, the average power fulfills this 
relationship: 
W,=^OWtTd = Et (75) 
As a consequence, the influence of the mass configuration on the 
global average power Wtot and Td should be balanced because the 
total energy lost, AE, is constant. Thus, the previous expression leads 
to a hyperbola. 
Figure 11 describes this interesting property. Here, the time of 
descent in days is plotted against the global average power, Wtot, that 
is dissipated during the descent process. 
The three mass configurations that were considered in these 
simulations are included in the figure. Note that all of the points in the 
simulations can be included in a hypothetical hyperbola. Never-
theless, only a part of the entire hyperbola is accessible for any given 
mass configuration, wherein SBET (a) provides the greatest flex-
ibility. Moreover, this figure describes the requirements of the 
tradeoff between the time of descent and useful power, as the useful 
power of the fastest descent is zero. 
VI. Conclusions 
This energy analysis highlights the role of EDTs as energy 
converters. The study of the different sources and sinks of electrical 
and mechanical energy provides insight into the operation of the 
tether. In particular, power generation, thrust generation and 
librational motion can be understood in a global context. Moreover, 
these aspects of passive and active tether performance can be 
investigated and their dependence on the design and environmental 
parameters can be elucidated. 
Regarding the numerical simulations presented herein, three 
aspects of tether performance must be considered in missions that 
involve the descent of space debris: 1) the velocity of the descent, 
measured by the orbital decay or the descent time, Td; 2) the dynamic 
stability of the tethered system during the descent process; and 3) in 
those cases that imply the retrieval of energy, the amount of energy 
that can be recovered. 
In the section that was devoted to the power of the electrodynamic 
force, it was shown that the three facets are linked and can be 
analyzed from an energy viewpoint. 
The first variable, descent time (or the global dissipated power 
because they are related) is the most important measure of the 
deorbiting efficiency of the transfer-orbit maneuver. Descent time 
depends on the electrical parameters, environmental conditions and 
attitude dynamics. In the literature, it has been stated that the best 
strategy in a deorbiting mission is maximization of the deorbiting 
parameter r\t. This means that there is no interposed load in which to 
maximize the current along the cable. Taking into account the 
obtained simulation results, the last statement is true when the 
attitude dynamics are not considered. In fact, when the librational 
motion of the tether is taken into account, the results show that having 
good attitude control could be more efficient than working with a 
high deorbiting parameter, although this control implies sacrificing 
some efficiency, that is, a lower value of r\t. Consequently, the 
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relevance of providing control strategies is stressed, and the 
importance of having good control of the attitude dynamics is clear. 
Finally, regarding the third feature of tether performance, power 
generation, there exists a value of the interposed load Z r that 
maximizes the useful power that can be obtained. Note that the power 
curve is very flat in the neighborhood of its maximum, which permits 
operation over a broad interval of interposed loads. This is con-
venient because the interposed load also influences the dynamics and 
the descent time, and it is necessary to make tradeoffs among all of 
these aspects. 
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